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(1) The main circuits of starter mo-
tors; and 

(2) Circuits in which no hazard is pre-
sented by their omission. 

(b) A protective device for a circuit 
essential to flight safety may not be 
used to protect any other circuit. 

(c) Each resettable circuit protective 
device (‘‘trip free’’ device in which the 
tripping mechanism cannot be over-
ridden by the operating control) must 
be designed so that— 

(1) A manual operation is required to 
restore service after trippling; and 

(2) If an overload or circuit fault ex-
ists, the device will open the circuit re-
gardless of the position of the oper-
ating control. 

(d) If the ability to reset a circuit 
breaker or replace a fuse is essential to 
safety in flight, that circuit breaker or 
fuse must be located and identified so 
that it can be readily reset or replaced 
in flight. 

(e) If fuses are used, there must be 
one spare of each rating, or 50 percent 
spare fuses of each rating, whichever is 
greater. 

(Secs. 313(a), 601, 603, 604, and 605 of the Fed-
eral Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 
1421, 1423, 1424, and 1425); and sec. 6(c) of the 
Dept. of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 
1655(c))) 

[Doc. No. 5074, 29 FR 15695, Nov. 24, 1964; 29 
FR 17885, Dec. 17, 1964, as amended by Amdt. 
27–13, 42 FR 36972, July 18, 1977] 

§ 27.1361 Master switch. 

(a) There must be a master switch ar-
rangement to allow ready disconnec-
tion of each electric power source from 
the main bus. The point of disconnec-
tion must be adjacent to the sources 
controlled by the switch. 

(b) Load circuits may be connected so 
that they remain energized after the 
switch is opened, if they are protected 
by circuit protective devices, rated at 
five amperes or less, adjacent to the 
electric power source. 

(c) The master switch or its controls 
must be installed so that the switch is 
easily discernible and accessible to a 
crewmember in flight. 

§ 27.1365 Electric cables. 

(a) Each electric connecting cable 
must be of adequate capacity. 

(b) Each cable that would overheat in 
the event of circuit overload or fault 
must be at least flame resistant and 
may not emit dangerous quantities of 
toxic fumes. 

(c) Insulation on electrical wire and 
cable installed in the rotorcraft must 
be self-extinguishing when tested in ac-
cordance with appendix F, part I(a)(3), 
of part 25 of this chapter. 

[Doc. No. 5074, 29 FR 15695, Nov. 24, 1964, as 
amended by Amdt. 27–35, 63 FR 43285, Aug. 12, 
1998] 

§ 27.1367 Switches. 
Each switch must be— 
(a) Able to carry its rated current; 
(b) Accessible to the crew; and 
(c) Labeled as to operation and the 

circuit controlled. 

LIGHTS 

§ 27.1381 Instrument lights. 
The instrument lights must— 
(a) Make each instrument, switch, 

and other devices for which they are 
provided easily readable; and 

(b) Be installed so that— 
(1) Their direct rays are shielded 

from the pilot’s eyes; and 
(2) No objectionable reflections are 

visible to the pilot. 

§ 27.1383 Landing lights. 
(a) Each required landing or hovering 

light must be approved. 
(b) Each landing light must be in-

stalled so that— 
(1) No objectionable glare is visible 

to the pilot; 
(2) The pilot is not adversely affected 

by halation; and 
(3) It provides enough light for night 

operation, including hovering and land-
ing. 

(c) At least one separate switch must 
be provided, as applicable— 

(1) For each separately installed 
landing light; and 

(2) For each group of landing lights 
installed at a common location. 

§ 27.1385 Position light system installa-
tion. 

(a) General. Each part of each posi-
tion light system must meet the appli-
cable requirements of this section, and 
each system as a whole must meet the 
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requirements of §§ 27.1387 through 
27.1397. 

(b) Forward position lights. Forward 
position lights must consist of a red 
and a green light spaced laterally as 
far apart as practicable and installed 
forward on the rotorcraft so that, with 
the rotorcraft in the normal flying po-
sition, the red light is on the left side 
and the green light is on the right side. 
Each light must be approved. 

(c) Rear position light. The rear posi-
tion light must be a white light mount-
ed as far aft as practicable, and must 
be approved. 

(d) Circuit. The two forward position 
lights and the rear position light must 
make a single circuit. 

(e) Light covers and color filters. Each 
light cover or color filter must be at 
least flame resistant and may not 
change color or shape or lose any ap-
preciable light transmission during 
normal use. 

§ 27.1387 Position light system dihe-
dral angles. 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph 
(e) of this section, each forward and 
rear position light must, as installed, 
show unbroken light within the dihe-
dral angles described in this section. 

(b) Dihedral angle L (left) is formed 
by two intersecting vertical planes, the 
first parallel to the longitudinal axis of 
the rotorcraft, and the other at 110 de-
grees to the left of the first, as viewed 
when looking forward along the longi-
tudinal axis. 

(c) Dihedral angle R (right) is formed 
by two intersecting vertical planes, the 
first parallel to the longitudinal axis of 
the rotorcraft, and the other at 110 de-
grees to the right of the first, as viewed 
when looking forward along the longi-
tudinal axis. 

(d) Dihedral angle A (aft) is formed 
by two intersecting vertical planes 
making angles of 70 degrees to the 
right and to the left, respectively, to a 
vertical plane passing through the lon-
gitudinal axis, as viewed when looking 
aft along the longitudinal axis. 

(e) If the rear position light, when 
mounted as far aft as practicable in ac-
cordance with § 25.1385(c), cannot show 
unbroken light within dihedral angle A 
(as defined in paragraph (d) of this sec-
tion), a solid angle or angles of ob-

structed visibility totaling not more 
than 0.04 steradians is allowable within 
that dihedral angle, if such solid angle 
is within a cone whose apex is at the 
rear position light and whose elements 
make an angle of 30° with a vertical 
line passing through the rear position 
light. 

(49 U.S.C. 1655(c)) 

[Doc. No. 5074, 29 FR 15695, Nov. 24, 1964, as 
amended by Amdt. 27–7, 36 FR 21278, Nov. 5, 
1971] 

§ 27.1389 Position light distribution 
and intensities. 

(a) General. the intensities prescribed 
in this section must be provided by new 
equipment with light covers and color 
filters in place. Intensities must be de-
termined with the light source oper-
ating at a steady value equal to the av-
erage luminous output of the source at 
the normal operating voltage of the 
rotorcraft. The light distribution and 
intensity of each position light must 
meet the requirements of paragraph (b) 
of this section. 

(b) Forward and rear position lights. 
The light distribution and intensities 
of forward and rear position lights 
must be expressed in terms of min-
imum intensities in the horizontal 
plane, minimum intensities in any 
vertical plane, and maximum inten-
sities in overlapping beams, within di-
hedral angles L, R, and A, and must 
meet the following requirements: 

(1) Intensities in the horizontal plane. 
Each intensity in the horizontal plane 
(the plane containing the longitudinal 
axis of the rotorcraft and perpendicular 
to the plane of symmetry of the rotor-
craft) must equal or exceed the values 
in § 27.1391. 

(2) Intensities in any vertical plane. 
Each intensity in any vertical plane 
(the plane perpendicular to the hori-
zontal plane) must equal or exceed the 
appropriate value in § 27.1393, where I is 
the minimum intensity prescribed in 
§ 27.1391 for the corresponding angles in 
the horizontal plane. 

(3) Intensities in overlaps between adja-
cent signals. No intensity in any over-
lap between adjacent signals may ex-
ceed the values in § 27.1395, except that 
higher intensities in overlaps may be 
used with main beam intensities sub-
stantially greater than the minima 
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